
POWER LAB 

Materials: 

 500mL Water Bottle 

 2L Beverage Bottle 

 PVC Pipe 

 String or Yarn 

 Duct Tape 

 Timer/Stop Watch 

 Meter Stick 

Name: ______________________________   Date: _________________    Period: _________ 

I. Purpose:  To scientists, physical exertion is known as ____________, but exactly how much are we 
____________, and during this process, how much ____________ is created by the human body? 
 

II. Hypothesis: Do you think that a simple exercise such as rolling up a piece of string by a human will 
produce as much power as a 40 watt (W) light bulb?  Explain your answer: _______________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

III. Background Research: Complete the following as a group, or on your own: 
1. Formula for force: _________________________________  Unit for force:   _____ 
2. Formula for work: _________________________________  Unit for work:   _____ 
3. Formula for power: ________________________________  Unit for Power: _____ 
4. What is horse power? When was the term created and why? ______________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. How can we calculate our own horse power? ___________________________________________________ 

 

IV. Experiment:                  Safety Issues:  
a. You DO NOT need safety goggles during this experiment.    
b. NO objects other than lab materials are to be used/left on your 

table during this lab (move everything else to the counters) 
c. Nonsense behaviors will decrease points for your ENTIRE 

GROUP! STAY WITH YOUR GROUP AT ALL TIMES. Captains, it is 
your responsibility to make sure that this does not happen.  

 
Procedures:  Remember         Safety First!!!  

Part I.  How much Work is it to lift a Water Bottle? 
1. Fill up your 500mL water bottle to maximum volume and cap it; fill up your 2L bottle to maximum volume and cap it. 
2. Using the mass scales, find the mass of your filled water bottles; record your data in the table below. 
3. Calculate the force needed to lift the bottle by using Newton’s 2nd Law for force; the acceleration of the bottle is the 

acceleration of gravity = _______m/s2; record your data in the table below. 
4. Take the looped end of the string and slide it over the PVC pipe.  If needed, use duct tape to secure the string to the middle of 

the pipe, so that it doesn’t slide around. If this step is already done for you, continue to step 5. 
5. Tie one end of the string to the lower part of the nozzle (below the large bump) to each of the water bottles.  If this has already 

been done for you, continue to the next step. 
6. Hold the PVC pipe horizontally with hand on either side of the string and with the string and bottle hanging down.  If you need 

to stand on a chair in order to hold the pipe properly while keeping the water bottle off of the ground, please do so SAFELY; 
have a group member hold the chair steady if needed. 

7. Hold the PVC pipe out in front of your body, start the timer and rotate the pipe in your hands. Keep doing this in order to raise 
the bottle as the string wraps around the pipe.  Once the bottle reaches the top of the pipe, stop the timer; record your data. 

8. Slowly lower the string and bottle, and repeat steps 6-7 for trials two and three; record your data. 
9. Switch pipes/bottles with another group in order to conduct your trials with a different sized bottle; Repeat steps 6-8 in order to 

gather your time data for the new bottle; calculate work and power for each bottle.  

 
 
 
 



POWER LAB 

V. Analysis: Use this table to record your experimental data. If your group has less members, cross out 
remaining letter rows. DO NOT FORGET TO LABEL YOUR DATA! 

 
Seat #  Mass of 

Small Bottle 
(filled) 

Mass of 
Large Bottle 

(filled) 

Force Required 
to Lift Bottle 

(N) 

Distance from 
Bottle to PVC 

Pipe (m) 

Time (s) Average 
Time (s) 

Work (J) Power 
(W) 

 
1 

  Small  Small 1. 2. 3.    

Large Large 1. 2. 3.    

 
2 

  Small  Small 1. 2. 3.    

Large  Large 1. 2. 3.    

 
3 

  Small  Small 1. 2. 3.    

Large Large  1. 2. 3.    

 
4 

  Small  Small 1. 2. 3.    

Large Large  1. 2. 3.    

 
VI. Conclusions: 

1. Which student from your group created the most power?  Why do you think they created the most? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
2. How many of you would it take to light a 60 Watt light bulb? Explain your answer. ____________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. Name your power:       60 Watts ÷ Your Power (from the table) = _________________(“your name” power) 
 
4. If you were to add the total power created by your entire table for lifting the large water bottle, would it 

equal the amount necessary to power a 60 Watt light bulb? Explain, using all data from your table. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
5. How does your table’s horsepower compare to the horsepower in a car (use an estimated horsepower of 

166hp) _________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
6. How does the class horsepower compare to the horsepower in a car (use the same estimated horsepower 

from questions 5). _______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 


